A DREAM made
BY KAYLA JENNINGS

A

n honest day’s work for an honest day’s pay is
get old enough to show hogs, so he could get into the show
pig business again. “Finally,” he said with a smile, “the day
perhaps a cliché phrase our minds flock to when we
came, and I bought a couple pigs for my older boys to show
think of things our grandparents or parents drilled
in Brazos County.”
into us as children. Cliché or not, the phrase is
After constructing their barn and buying the first couple
applicable in most spheres.
pigs, they were ready to make a first-year splash at county.
Harold “Choppie” White, Bryan, Texas, is a
White remembers sitting out there every spare minute he
producer who truly grasps the meaning behind the words.
had. “I thought they looked great. When the show finally
White was born in California, but he got to Texas as
came around I was busting at the seams with pride,” he
soon as he could. His dad was deployed overseas, so his
said. “I couldn’t wait to get those guys unloaded and show
grandparents were instrumental in his upbringing. He grew everyone that the ‘new guy’ was in the house. We did
up in Hearne, where he was highly active in 4-H and FFA.
terrible! I laugh now looking back at how foolish I must
He began
have looked.” This is
working as soon as he
a common experience
many can relate to
could hold a wrench at
IT TAUGHT ME THE IMPORTANCE OF
when thinking of their
his grandfather’s auto
start. Thankfully, the
repair shop. The work
A GOOD WORK ETHIC AND TO TRULY
White family used the
he did was awarded with
APPRECIATE
THE
THINGS
THAT
I
HAD
TO
experience as motivation
a wage he was to budget
to grow, work hard and
WORK SO HARD FOR.
for several things — one
accomplish success.
of them being his show
pigs. “It taught me the
importance
of a good work ethic and to truly appreciate the things
White turned to David Brigman for advice from that day
that I had to work so hard for,” he said. “I don’t think
forward. Brigman has been an asset to the White family
there is near enough of that these days.”
not only in their show barn, but also as they grow their own
business. “He was always willing to listen, offer advice and
answer my questions, which was quite often because I knew
absolutely nothing,” White said. He also noted Josh Elkins
Each day of his childhood, White’s uncle Cam picked him
and a tremendous help in their growth. According to White,
up and took him to the farm. He enjoyed feeding cattle
Elkins was that extra push in the show ring for his family.
and helping with other chores in exchange for a place to
With the help of those individuals and internal
build his pigpen. “Uncle Cam became a father figure to me
motivation, the White family made drastic changes before
and until I was old enough to drive, he never missed a day
the next show season. “That next year our pigs shined like a
taking me to farm,” he said.
new penny, and we did really well,” he recalled.
It was White’s junior year of high school when he
Before too much time passed, the hobby had grown
decided to take the leap into raising some litters of his own.
into a full obsession. White bought a couple of crossbred
With his first purchase of a Duroc gilt, bred to a boar from
sows, and tried his hand in breeding a few again. Because
Derrick Matejka, he started the journey. He said the whole
he only planned to breed a few sows per year, the Hog
experience was quite the eye opener. She farrowed in the
Haven farrowing unit with six crates was all he needed — or
same dirt pen where he always kept her. “At that time, I
so he thought.
didn’t know any better, so she had no crate or stall,” he
He and his wife joke about the days when he used
said. “There was just a little hay for comfort.”
to say, “Honey, I’m not getting any more than 5 sows.”
At the end of it all, he ended up with four live
Then later, “if I just had 10 sows…all we need is 20 sows.”
piglets, and he was hooked. Reflecting back to 1980, he
Those numbers are certainly a little off from the scope of
noted it was interesting he became as captivated as he did
their operation today.
so quickly. At that time, resources online and in person
White is all in with an average 40 sows and two
were extremely limited. That limitation created a challenge,
to three boars. Their herd is comprised of crosses, but it is
but he did not let that stop him. A highlight during those
Yorkshire based with a few Durocs and Spots. He targets
years was finally making the county sale and seeing some
his farrowing to meet the needs of customers needing hogs
return on investment.
for fall and spring shows.
Upon high school graduation, White was forced
The theme of working hard from his childhood
to sell out, but he never lost his passion and desire to
is still prevalent for White as he built most of his facility
accomplish big things within the industry. In the meantime,
a little at a time. As a whole, the facility is three barns
he followed in his grandfather’s footsteps and opened his
on concrete foundations. His place was actually featured
own garage. After establishing a steady business, marriage,
during the Texas Pork Producers Association (TPPA)
and four boys later, the White family relocated the business
conference last summer as an example of a quality facility.
to Bryan.
He was applauded on the airflow, the convenience, and
He said he recalls waiting anxiously for the boys to
also the ability to keep things separate for herd health
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management. In addition to the show pig business, White is
a Linder feed dealer and sells feed out of his facility. “I was
fortunate enough to be able to put the money from pig and
feed sales right back into my operation,” he said. “I also have
an auto repair business to support my pig habit.”
The foundational guide to White’s ‘pig habit’
comes from some advice he received from Elkins early
in his journey. His philosophy was to evaluate hogs from
the ground up, and White follows that advice religiously.
Structure stays at the forefront of his selection criteria,
whether it is for breeding or showing. “You can do a lot with
a feed bucket, but you can’t feed structure into one,” he
said. White enjoys sharing his philosophy with his buyers,
so selling his pigs off the farm is his preferred avenue.
Beyond sharing his philosophy, he greatly enjoys fostering
relationships with his customers and other hog enthusiasts.
He noted he enjoys breeding hogs that are extremely
correct on their feet and legs but still green when the
customer takes them home. As time progresses, he enjoys
seeing them grow into something great. “I have never been a
fan of those super wide, muscular baby pigs,” he explained.
“I certainly don’t breed them that way. That’s probably why
my pigs never really do well at pig sales but watch out when
they are at market weight.”
In his experience, those hogs have turned out to
make the sale at majors, demand champion honors at the
State Fair of Texas, and claim banners at several other shows
across the state. The champion banner at state fair remains
at the forefront of milestones for White. It was a truly special
moment for him, his family and the customer.
Reflecting back on those proud moments of his
customers winning their county shows and even the state
fair gets him choked up a little. At the end of the day, the
excitement and special memories around those moments is
why he raises show hogs.
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As White looks ahead regarding his operation, he is focused
on constantly improving quality — not necessarily quantity.
Additionally, he hopes to expand his operation into showing in
national breeding shows.
Looking ahead is impossible without considering the
past. He said if he had a bit of advice to young breeders, he
would encourage them to spend more money on one really good
individual rather than several inferior ones. If there is one that
can elevate the program to the next level, White encourages
producers to buy them. Too often he sees others, and he’s done
it himself, being intimidated by the initial investment and
instead going home with several hogs at a cheaper price.
It is important to remember price does not always dictate
quality. However, when a special one comes around and is more
costly, it is crucial to remember it is an investment in the future.
“I feel that’s the type of sow you can build a herd around,” he
said. “I wasted a lot of time and money figuring that formula
out.”
As White’s operation is moving forward, so does the
industry as a whole. From an industry perspective White said
he looks forward to adding to the genetic base by breeding
efficient, high-quality hogs for years to come.

THE SPECIAL MOMENTS LIKE THIS ARE WHY WHITE IS IN THE BUSINESS.

THE FACILIITES WHITE BUILT HIMSELF MODEL AN EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-ORGANIZED AND THOUGHTFUL SETUP. ALONG WITH HIS FACILITIES, WHITE HAS WORKED EXTENSIVELY TO PUT TOGETHER A STRONG SOW HERD.

